FALL 2018

**September**

6  Tilism: Art Exhibition and Reception
10 When Policymaking is Ruled by Politics: A Central Banker Shares his Experiences in Bangladesh
13 Twenty Years of Nuclear South Asia
14 Farmer Suicides and Food Sovereignty: Insights from Political Ecologies of Health and Education
17 Girls Just Wanna Have Fun: Gender, Mobility and Resistance in Lyari, Karachi
18 Yeh Freedom Life Film Screening and Q&A with Director
20 Dalit Futures and Sexual Modernity in South India
24 Inner City Kitchens in Karachi: A Microcosm of the Crowded City
28 The Mirror and the Windowpane: Two Paths for the Novel - Tagore Lecture in Modern Indian Literature

**October**

1 Business and Politics in India: The Tamil Nadu Puzzle
3 Shakti Chattopadhyay: Postman in the Autumnal Forest
15 TBD
17 Matangi/Maya/MIA Film Screening and Panel Discussion
19 SPICMACAY Fall Concert
22 Works & Continuities - The City of Mumbai
24 The Promise and Limitations of Non-Violent Civil Disobedience: Evidence from India's Independence Conference
26-27 Tea High and Low: Elixir Exploitation and Ecology Conference
30 How Cornell (and others) Influenced our Direction in Higher Education at Somaiya Vidyavihar

**November**

5 Brand-Name Capitalism, Advertising & the Making of Middle-Class Conjugality in Western India 1918-1950
10 Borders: Real and Imagined
12 Postcolonial State and Colonial Capital: Steamships, Waterways, & the Making of East Pakistan’s Economy
15 TBD
19 Violence and the Jurisdiction of “Disturbed Areas”: Notes from Colonial India
26 Branding Gods: Mediating Divinity in the Bazaars of Banaras

**Contact in advance**

Mondays - 12:15 PM
G08 Uris Hall
unless otherwise noted
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